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Demarcus Walker(7/29/92)
 
My name is DeMarcus Walker
I love to write songs n poems
I had a hard life but thats ok
I love my girl so much
 
Tell people to read my poems
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1st Love
 
1st love
is in your sight
he/she is never the right type
don't fight just get it right
 
love in first sight
is never right
you have to find the right person to spend your free time with
not the person you always want to fight n just have sex with
 
Demarcus Walker
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Blue Moon
 
Love is to soon
Need to wait for the blue moon
Just don’t want to say it to soon
Cause I trust in my boo
 
blue moon
is the full moon
the light is shinning
on the girl
who had been in my sight
 
Demarcus Walker
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Burning Heart
 
this feelin
is like a pain
like my heart had burst in to flames
 
my heart is burning with love
for this girl from the heavens above
but i dont know did i fell in love
 
that girl made heat
when she walk past me
with nice & slow feet
 
listen to me
my heart still got the heat
 
but my love is from my burninig heart
that where it had all started
 
Demarcus Walker
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Gone-
 
it is gone
my mind
my thoughts
my heart
 
they is all gone
now you is to
 
come back
come back home
i don't want you gone
 
but i know you  not comin home
you is in heaven
i thank god for what he had gave me
but i don't thank him for not taking me
 
now here I am just sitting and waiting
knowing that you not coming back
now that you is gone
i have been so wrong
 
Demarcus Walker
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Heart
 
The shape is the best
It is in the chest
 
The feeling is hard to express
most people can not confess
 
The feeling just stared
is coming from the bottom of my heart
 
Demarcus Walker
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Life Or Death
 
what is life without death
what is death without life
people comes from the big blue sky
people fly up high when they die
their familys start to cry
 
life is cold
to the bold
want to turn in to gold
but life is getting old
 
death is black
like  a black cat
hard to know when death is coming
but death is coming
 
so live your life to the fullest
and to the goodest
cause soon death will knocking at your door
 
so you would just be laying in your death bed
with nothing to say
with one thing in your head
is this LIFE or DEATH
 
Demarcus Walker
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Love One
 
In the dark
looking for one
one light
that should be in my sight
 
but i'm alone
with only one phone
no one to call
all I want to fall
that's not all
 
The light is shinning
on a beautiful girl
she should be in my world
and my only love
thats is why she is my only one
my number 1 girl
that would be in my world
 
Demarcus Walker
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My Mind
 
See in my mind
you is that light
that make me want to shine
so I'll keep this relationship right
every single time
that we is acting like we is about to fight
you look in my eyes
dont it look like I about to cry
nall It is just the beauty in your eyes
thats is keepin me alive
thank god I had survive
and I thank him
for lettin me fell in love
with a girl  I barely even kno
so I will let my love show
 
Demarcus Walker
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My Senses 2
 
The touch of her body
make me feel almighty
 
The taste of her lips
make me want to flip
 
The smell of her perfume
had made me fell in love with to
 
The sight of her body
been making me feel all naughty
 
Me hearing her voice
Is just another love noise
 
 
          The sign of real love
 
Demarcus Walker
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Pain
 
pain is in my heart
pain is deep in my soul
 
I had never felt so cold
never felt this bold
 
this pain is killing me
can't you really see
 
the light is turnin in to dark
the dark is getting to strong
 
the pain
is making me go insane
i will never feel the same
 
now this pain
will be my death
so i will pray for this pain to go away
 
Demarcus Walker
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Save Me
 
Can you save me from the pain?
Can you please take me out of the rain?
its is driving me insane
What would you do with my heart?
Where would our love start?
I'm not trying to be mean.
It seems like I'm wasting my time
bothering with you
You maybe like the others is this true?
Naw-Naw truly you is different.
Your voice, your body, even your eyes
I never want to see you cry.
You is the beauty in my eyes
and Your love keep me alive
 
Demarcus Walker
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Song Of Love
 
Song of love
When you are in love's sway
There is so much you want to say
But there seems to be no one right way
And the closest closeness still feels far away
Lover's kisses are like dew drops on the petals of your eyes
Love's whispers are recalled through every one of your sighs
Lover's touch inspires the fires of passion
Heart speeds up without a lesson
Lover's sensual smile
Takes you a mile
Lover's sonorous sound
Attests to life being so profound
The sight of the lover's form
Has supernal mystical charm
My love is a glorious mystery
Who is fast becoming my story and history
My love is a colorful butterfly with golden wings
For whom mind creates poetry while the heart sings
 
Demarcus Walker
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That One (A Song By Me But This My Verse To It)
 
My verse hope you like it...
 
My feelings get deeper everytime we act silly
even tho you love me really
Im not tryin spit game
I'm just tellin the truth
others females are a shame
I'm knocking them away just like Babe Ruthe
I hope you feeling for me
Like I'm feeling for you
My heart skips a beat
when I first kiss you
Babe you that one that I want to be my boo
so can you be that one if so what can I do
 
Demarcus Walker
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Time
 
Tic Toc
My heart is on lock
your time is running out
all on the clock
Wow
you thought I was about to wait
no soon it will be to late
it will be past fate
that we should have been on a date
well babe now it is to late
for you & me
now you should let heart stay on beat
Dont let it skip because of me
 
Demarcus Walker
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What Is Love?
 
WHAT IS LOVE?
FOR THE HEART: IT MAY BE 'A TWINGE OF A TWANG'
'A CLING OR A CLANG'
A STAB OR A THROB'
 
FOR THE SELF: IT MAY BE 'A PSYCHOLOGICAL MOOD
OR A SPIRITUA L FOOD'
'A SUDDEN FEVER THAT TAKES OVER
OR AN SOS SIGNAL THAT THE EGO MIGHT DISAPPEAR'
 
FOR THE EXISTENCE: IT MAY BE ' A WOUND IN BEING'S HEART
FROM WHICH YOU NEVER RECOVER
OR THE NATURE'S MYSTERIOUS WAY
FOR TWO BEINGS TO BEGIN TO DISCOVER'
 
FOR THE LOVERS: IT MAY BE
'WHERE THE MYSTERY OF THEIR BEING IS HIDDEN
OR THE SAVORING OF AN ECSTATIC EXPERIENCE
WHICH IS NO MORE FORBIDDEN'
 
FOR THE LIFE: IT MAY BE
'A UNISON OF TWO SOULS WHO WILL BE EQUAL PARTNERS
IN LIFE'S SORROWS, JOYS AND FIGHTS
OR A REMINDER NOT TO GET ATTACHED TO ANYTHING MATERIAL
WHILE TAKING IN EVERYONE OF WORLD'S DELIGHTS'
 
Demarcus Walker
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Why?
 
Why am I feeling like this?
Why did I fell for this girl?
Why?
 
Did I fell in love?
If i did, Why do I have to fall in love?
 
Why me?
Why is she so beautiful?
Why can I not stop loving her?
 
Why? Why? Why?
 
Demarcus Walker
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Without You
 
what is mickie without minnie
what is sponge bob without patrick
what is pooh without piglet...
 
What am i with out you
i'm nothing with out you boo
so let me tell you
 
you is the light in my darkness
you is the cloud in my sky
you is my everything
but i'm nothing with out you
 
Demarcus Walker
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